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Increasingly, we can obtain more than one compressed copy of the same video content with diﬀerent levels of visual quality over
the Internet. As the original source video is not always available, how to choose or derive a video of the best quality from these
copies becomes a challenging and interesting problem. In this paper, we address this new research problem by blindly enhancing
the quality of the video reconstructed from such multiple compressed copies. The aim is to reconstruct a video that achieves a
better quality than any of the available copies. Specifically, we propose to reconstruct each coeﬃcient of the video in the transform
domain by using a narrow quantization constraint set derived from the multiple compressed copies together, using a Laplacian or
Cauchy distribution model for each AC transform coeﬃcient to minimize the distortion. Analytical and experimental results show
the eﬀectiveness of the proposed method.
1. Introduction
Over the past few decades, transform-based coding has
been widely used in lossy image and video compression to
exploit the spatial correlation of visual signals. Achieving
good energy compaction over a wide class of visual signals,
block-based discrete cosine transform (DCT) is commonly
adopted in most popular video compression standards,
including H.261/3/4 and MPEG-1/2/4 [1, 2]. While block-
based coding can attain good quality at high bit rates, it often
suﬀers from undesirable coding artifacts (such as blocking
artifact, ringing noise, and corner outliers) at moderate
to-low bit rates. These coding artifacts are mainly due to
the error introduced by the quantization/dequantization
process, which may result in severe loss in visual quality and
fidelity of the reconstructed video.
To alleviate this problem, postprocessing is one of the
most promising solutions as it can improve the video quality
without the need of changing the encoder structure. Many
postprocessing techniques have been proposed to reduce
the quantization artifacts of block-based coding. These
include block-boundary postfiltering techniques to smooth
the discontinuous in either spatial [3–7] or transform
domain [8–13] such as adaptive filtering and wavelet-based
filtering. Also proposed are more sophisticated methods
that enhance the reconstructed video by using image/video
restoration techniques such as iterative methods based
on the theory of projection onto convex sets (POCS) or
constrained minimization [14–18], maximum a posterior
probability estimation approach (MAP) [19–21], and reg-
ularized image/video restoration [22–27]. These methods
consider the compressed images/videos to be distorted by a
codec system and apply restoration techniques to reduce the
quantization noises and coding artifacts.
With the development of network and communication
techniques as well as the popularity of video-centric websites
such as YouTube, Facebook, and Google Video, delivery of
visual signals over the network has become more and more
popular. Given the phenomenal rate at which image and
video contents are being generated and distributed, we can
now easily obtain many copies of the same video content with
diﬀerent levels of visual quality. For example, diﬀerent people
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may record the same interesting soccer match or a piece of
news from a television channel and encode it in diﬀerent
formats or using diﬀerent coding parameters to meet their
constraints (e.g., transmission bandwidth, storage capacity,
etc.) before sharing it over the network. Similarly, one can
gain access to many copies of movie trailers or video clips
extracted from DVDs, which have exactly the same content
but diﬀerent visual quality.
Employing the existing postprocessing techniques, one
can possibly enhance the quality of each of these compressed
copies independently from the other copies. However, as the
original source video or information on the video quality
is not always available, how to obtain the best video from
these multiple compressed copies becomes an interesting
problem. The problem shares some similarity with the well-
known superresolution (SR) restoration problem, which has
been addressed intensively in the literature. For example,
Gunturk et al. [28, 29] and Segall et al. [30] proposed
to reconstruct high-resolution images by using multiple
neighboring low-resolution frames of compressed videos.
It should be noted that the restoration or enhancement of
high-resolution images in SR requires a set of low-resolution
observations, which usually contain diﬀerent but related
views of the scene (e.g., images taken from diﬀerent cameras,
view angles, illumination conditions, or even a sequence of
frames from a video). What we consider here is, however, to
enhance the video quality from multiple compressed copies
of the same content (i.e., no spatial variations) with diﬀerent
levels of quantization noise.
In this paper, we address this new research problem by
blindly enhancing the quality of the video reconstructed
from multiple compressed copies of the same visual content,
where existing postprocessing techniques may no longer be
suitable nor eﬀective as they usually consider only a single
compressed video. Our aim is to reconstruct a video that
achieves better quality than any of the available copies. The
proposed method is considered to be a “blind” approach as
the original source video is not available, and this makes the
problem particularly challenging as we donnot definitively
know which of the multiple copies, which frame of a copy,
and which region of a frame have the best quality.
In our previous work, we have proposed a scheme
based on the theory of POCS to improve the video quality
from multiple video copies [31]. However, having projected
iteratively the reconstructed video onto the quantization
constraint sets in the transform domain and the smooth
constraint sets in the spatial domain, the method incurs
intensively computational complexity. Here, we consider a
diﬀerent approach and propose a fast method to reconstruct
the enhanced video in the transform domain. By exploiting
the information from the quantization constraint sets and
transform coeﬃcient statistics only in the transform domain,
the proposed method can provide an enhanced video with
better quality than any of the available copies while incurring
much lower computational complexity compared with the
previous method.
Specifically, we propose to reconstruct each coeﬃcient of
the video in the transform domain by using a narrow quan-
tization constraint set derived from the multiple compressed
copies and in which the exact value of the coeﬃcient should
lie. In addition, a Laplacian or Cauchy distribution model is
utilized to further reduce the distortion of each AC transform
coeﬃcient. Analytical and experimental results show that
the video reconstructed by the proposed method generally
yields a distortion smaller than that of any of the compressed
copies available. In many scenarios, the proposed method
can attain a notable gain in terms of average peak-signal-
to-noise ratio (PSNR) compared to the best video from the
multiple compressed copies.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 briefly reviews some key features of transform-
based coding in the latest H.264/AVC standard exploited
in this paper. Section 3 formulates the problem of blindly
enhancing the video content from multiple compressed
copies and describes the proposed method with the assump-
tion that the temporal resolutions of the available copies are
well aligned. An eﬀective method for temporal registration
of multiple compressed copies is presented in Section 4.
Mathematical analysis and experimental results to justify of
the performance of the proposed method are presented in
Sections 5 and 6, respectively. In Section 7, we conclude the
paper by summarizing our main contributions.
2. Brief Overview of H.264/AVCTransform
Many video coding standards, such as H.261/3/4 and MPEG-
1/2/4, have been developed and standardized to address
the need of eﬃcient storage and delivery of video content.
Although the recent video coding standard H.264/AVC has
incorporated a number of advanced coding features to
achieve its high coding eﬃciency, it still employs the so-
called block-based hybrid video coding approach. The basic
algorithm of a hybrid video coding approach makes use
of motion-compensated prediction to exploit the temporal
statistical dependency, and transform coding to exploit the
spatial statistical dependency. In this section, we will review
some key features of transform coding through the state-
of-the-art video coding standard H.264/AVC, which will be
exploited in this paper to demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the
proposed method.
In essence, the existing video coding standards support
intracoding and intercoding. While intercoding employs
temporal prediction (motion compensation) from previ-
ously encoded pictures, intracoding only uses the informa-
tion contained in the picture itself. The (either intra- or
inter-) prediction residue, which is the diﬀerence between
the original and the predicted picture, is then transformed,
quantized, and coded. Instead of using 8 × 8 discrete cosine
transform (DCT) like in the previous standards (e.g., H.263
and MPEG-1/2/4), a 4× 4 integer transform, which basically
has the same properties as a 4 × 4 DCT, is applied in
H.264/AVC to avoid the mismatch between encoders and
decoders.
Let w denote a 4 × 4 block. The 4 × 4 integer transform
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where ⊗ represents point-to-point multiplication (e.g., each
element of (C f wCTf ) is multiplied by the element in the same
position of matrix E f ), C f is the forward transformation
matrix, and E f is the forward postscaling factor matrix,
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Note that if the macroblock is coded in 16 × 16 intra
prediction mode, the DC coeﬃcients of the 4 × 4 luma
residue blocks will be transformed again using a 4 × 4
Hadamard transform to decorrelate the DC coeﬃcients
before the quantization process (see [32] for details).
Let Zij denote the quantized coeﬃcient value and
Ŵi j denote the dequantized coeﬃcient value of Wij . The












Ŵi j = Zij ×Qij ,
, (3)
where Qij is the quantization step size, g is the rounding
control parameter, · is the floor operator that rounds
to the nearest integer towards minus infinity, and sgn(·)
returns the sign of a signal. In the implementation of the
H.264/AVC reference software [33], g = 1/3 for intra blocks
and g = 1/6 for interblocks. It should also be noted
that the postscaling operation is incorporated together with
the forward quantizer in the reference software to avoid
rounding errors in the transform process. The quantization
step size Qij is determined by a quantization parameter (QP),
which is calculated by the rate control algorithm and may be
diﬀerent for each macroblock. The quantization step size will
double in size for every increment of 6 in QP and increase by
12.5% for each increment of 1 in QP. Mathematically, Qij can
be computed from QP as
Qij = QP2QSTEP(mod(QP, 6))2QP/6, (4)
where QP2QSTEP function is defined in Table 1, and mod
(M,N) is the remainder of integer division of M by N .






where Ci is the inverse transformation matrix, and Ei is the

























































3. Problem Formulation and Proposed Method
We can formulate the problem considered as follows: given
K diﬀerent compressed copies of the same video content, let
Yk(i) and Qk(i) denote the quantized (residual) value and the
corresponding quantization step size of the ith integer trans-
form coeﬃcient in a video frame of the kth copy, respectively,
and, if any, let Pk(i) be the corresponding intraprediction
value for intramode or motion-compensated prediction
value for intermode in the integer transform domain. Note
that the prediction values from the compressed videos are
only available in the spatial domain. Hence, Pk(i) is obtained
by using the integer transform as defined in (1). The decoded
value X̂k(i) of the ith integer transform coeﬃcient in the kth
copy is computed as
X̂k(i) = Yk(i)×Qk(i) + Pk(i). (7)
The distortion of the decoded frame in terms of mean square
error (MSE) can be computed in the transform domain








where N is the total number of pixels in the video frame, and
X(i) denotes the value of the ith integer transform coeﬃcient
of the original frame.
Let X̂(i) be the estimated value of the coeﬃcient in the
enhanced reconstructed video. The objective is to find X̂(i)
given X̂k(i)’s and Qk(i)’s from K multiple compressed copies
of the same video content such that the distortion of the








)2 ≤ msek, ∀1 ≤ k ≤ K. (9)
As quantization is a many-to-one mapping, the quan-
tized value and quantization step size of each coeﬃcient will
specify an interval, referred to as the quantization constraint
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set (QCS), in which the exact value of the coeﬃcient should
lie. Diﬀerent compressed copy will possibly give a diﬀerent
QCS of each coeﬃcient in the video frame. In the simple
dead-zone scalar quantization defined by (3), it is easy to see
that each QCS of the ith integer transform coeﬃcient reveals




βk(i) = X̂k(i) +
(
1− g)Qk(i),
if Yk(i) = 0,
αk(i) = X̂k(i)− gQk(i),
βk(i) = X̂k(i) +
(
1− g)Qk(i),




βk(i) = X̂k(i) + gQk(i),
if Yk(i) < 0.
(10)
Given K compressed copies, we can have up to K diﬀerent
QCSs S1(i), S2(i), . . . , SK(i) in which the exact value of the ith
integer transform coeﬃcient should lie. Thus, if the frames
of these K diﬀerent compressed copies are well aligned, we
can obtain a narrow QCS for X(i) by taking the intersection
of these sets, as follows:







α(i) = max{αk(i) | 1 ≤ k ≤ K},




Equation (11) shows that by having multiple compressed
copies, the size of the QCS for each integer transform
coeﬃcient can likely be reduced. The reduction in QCS size
allows us to estimate a more accurate integer transform
coeﬃcient and thus reconstruct a video frame with a lower
distortion. Ideally, we can obtain the exact integer transform
coeﬃcient if the QCS becomes a scalar, a scenario that rarely
occurs. Hence, we propose in this paper to reconstruct each
integer transform coeﬃcient by using the corresponding
narrow QCS and justify that by doing so the constraints in
(9) can be satisfied.
Since each integer transform coeﬃcient is quantized
independently by a quantization step size, minimizing the
MSE subject to the constraints specified in (9) is equivalent to
minimizing the distortion caused by each integer transform
coeﬃcient. In order to have a quantization that better
fits to a nonuniform distribution of the integer transform
coeﬃcient over the QCS, H.264/AVC decoder uses the
rounding control parameter g in (3) to control the position
of the reconstructed value inside the QCS interval. Due to
the nonsymmetric distribution, the reconstructed value is
not located in the center of the corresponding QCS like the
previous coding standards such as H.263 and MPEG-1/2/4.
A fixed value of g smaller than half of the QCS size is used
to reduce the quantization error. However, to achieve the
optimal quantization error, the reconstructed value should
be adaptively decided based on the probability distribution
of the integer transform coeﬃcient over the corresponding
QCS.
Consider the ith integer transform coeﬃcient X(i). Let
f (x) denote the probability density function (pdf) of that
integer transform coeﬃcient. Given a QCS S(i) = [α(i),β(i)]
of X(i), the average distortion incurred by reconstructing the








where fS(x) is the pdf of X(i) over the QCS S(i), which has
the form of fS(x) = c f (x). Here, c is the constant so that∫
S c f (x)dx = 1. It follows that c = 1/
∫ β(i)











To minimize (13), it is easy to show that (see [34] e.g.,), the
reconstructed value X̂(i) should be chosen as the centroid of
the QCS S(i), given by
X̂(i) =
∫ β(i)
α(i) x f (x)dx∫ β(i)
α(i) f (x)dx
. (14)
It has been shown in the previous studies that in the
DCT transform domain of a natural image, while the DC
coeﬃcients can be approximated as the uniform distribution,
the AC coeﬃcient distribution can be modeled by a gener-
alized Gaussian [35, 36] or Laplacian [37, 38] probability
density function. Although the generalized Gaussian model
gives the most accurate representation of the AC coeﬃcient
distribution, the Laplacian model is commonly employed
due to it being more tractable both mathematically and
computationally. Recently, Kamaci et al. [39] proposed to use
the Cauchy model, which is shown as a better choice than
the Laplacian model for estimating the actual probability
distribution of AC coeﬃcients in H.264/AVC. In this paper,
both Laplacian and Cauchy models will be examined for
the estimation of the reconstructed video. In what follows,
we present a method to estimate the parameters of both
distribution models by using the decoded values from the
compressed videos.
Laplacian Model Parameter Estimation. The Laplacian prob-
ability density function can be described by
f (x) = b
2
e−b|x| , (15)
where b is the distribution parameter and x is the coeﬃcient
value for a given AC frequency. If the original coeﬃcient
values are known, an estimation of parameter b could be









where Xt(i) is the original tth coeﬃcient value for a given AC
frequency and T is the number of coeﬃcients.
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To estimate the Laplacian distribution of each AC
coeﬃcient from the dequantized values, we adopt the ML
method proposed in [40]. Let X̂1(i), X̂2(i),. . . , X̂T(i) be the
dequantized values for a given AC frequency from all the
4 × 4 integer transform blocks of the video frames in
the K compressed copies, and Q1(i),Q2(i), . . . ,QT(i) be the
corresponding quantization step sizes. Note that the number
of dequantized values T will be the product of the number
of 4 × 4 integer transform blocks in a video frame and the
number of compressed copies K . Let St(i) = [αt(i),βt(i)] be
the QCS in which the original coeﬃcient Xt(i) lies and can
be computed using (10). The ML estimate of the parameter












where P(X̂t(i)) is the probability of the reconstructed AC





























Substitute (18) into (17), we have




































∣∣e−b|βt(i)| − |αt(i)|e−b|αt (i)|
e−b|αt(i)| − e−b|βt (i)| = 0,
(20)
whose solution can be found by using an iterative root
finding algorithm. In our implementation, we used the
Newton-Raphon’s root finding method [41].
Cauchy Model Parameter Estimation. The Cauchy probabil-
ity density function can be described by





where b is the distribution parameter. Similar to the Lapla-
cian model, the parameter b in the Cauchy model can be





























Substitute (22) into (17), we have





































)− tan−1(αt(i)/b) = 0, (24)
whose solution can also be found by using an iterative root
finding algorithm. Similar to the case of the Laplacian model,
the Newton-Raphon’s root finding method [41] was used in
our implementation.
In short, our proposed method for enhancing the video
reconstructed from multiple compressed copies can be
summarized as follows.
Step 1. Estimate the parameters of the Laplacian and Cauchy
distribution for each AC coeﬃcient using (20) and (24),
respectively.
Step 2. Obtain the narrow QCS for each integer transform
coeﬃcient from the multiple copies using (11).
Step 3. Reconstruct each integer transform coeﬃcient as the
centroid of the narrow QCS obtained in Step 2 using (14).
Note that although H.264/AVC was used in the imple-
mentation for evaluating the performance of the proposed
method, it can be readily extendable to other video coding
standards such as H.263 or MPEG-1,2,4. With diﬀerent
quantization methods in various coding standards such as
H.263 and H.264/AVC, only minor modification in (10)
is required to obtain the quantization constraint sets for
diﬀerent video coding standards. Nevertheless, the proposed
method may not be readily applicable in the case of
multicodecs involving both H.264/AVC and the existing
coding standards such as H.263. This is due to the diﬀerent
types of transformation used in diﬀerent coding standards
(i.e., integer transform in H.264/AVC and DCT transform
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in H.263 and MPEG-1,2,4). However, in the case of multi-
codecs involving only the old coding standards (e.g., multiple
compressed videos encoded by H.263 and MPEG-1,2,4), the
proposed method can still be applicable.
Complexity Analysis. It is easy to see that the most com-
putationally intensive part of the proposed method is to
construct the narrow QCS and to estimate the model
parameter of the distribution for each AC integer transform
frequency. Other than the quantization parameters and
quantized values available in the compressed bitstream, the
prediction values in the integer transform domain are also
needed to compute the narrow QCS, which requires fully
decoding every available compressed copy. As only simple
and straightforward calculations are required to compute
the narrow QCS using (10) and (11) and the reconstructed
integer transform coeﬃcient as the centroid of the narrow
QCS using (14), this amount of computation is rather
insignificant. By applying root-finding algorithms such as the
Newton-Raphon’s method, the model parameter estimation
for the distribution of each AC integer transform frequency
does not require much computation either in comparison
with the whole fully decoding process. Thus, the complexity
of the proposed method is approximately equal to the
complexity required to decode all available compressed input
copies.
In addition, in comparison with our previous method
[31] or any relevant SR and post-processing methods for
quantization error reduction, the proposed method generally
requires much less computational complexity. Note that
these methods widely employ the constraint-based tech-
niques with the popular theory of projection onto convex sets
(POCS). One of the necessary constraint sets is the smooth-
ness constraint set (SCS) computed in the spatial domain,
which also requires fully decoding all the compressed input
copies, not to mention the computational load required for
the computation of the smoothness criteria. Furthermore,
the iterative projection process among various constraint sets
requires a number of conversions among the SCS and other
constraint sets (e.g., between the spatial domain for the SCS
and the transform domain for the QCS), which results in
intensively computational load. In order to converge to the
optimal solution, a few number of iterations is generally
required, which makes the computational complexity of
these methods significantly higher compared with that of the
proposed method.
4. Video Alignment
In Section 3, we propose an eﬀective method to enhance
the reconstructed video from multiple compressed copies
of the same video content under the assumption that the
frames of the available copies are well aligned. However, this
assumption may not always hold in practice. For example,
a same broadcast video can be encoded by diﬀerent people
starting at slightly diﬀerent time instances. The same video
may also be edited, encoded at diﬀerent frame rate (e.g., 3-2
pull down), or subjected to frame dropping during the video
compression process.
We propose in this section a simple method to align
the given compressed video sequences. Without loss of
generality, we focus on the alignment of two video sequences
here. Let R = {rn : 1 ≤ n ≤ NR} and Q = {qn : 1 ≤ n ≤ NQ}
where rn and qn represent the nth video frames, NR and NQ
are the total number of frames in the two video sequences.
Our objective is to find alignment functions u(·) (1 ≤ u(n) ≤
NR) and v(·) (1 ≤ v(n) ≤ NQ) such that frame ru(n) is similar
to frame qv(n), for 1 ≤ n ≤ NT , where NT is the total number
of possible matching frame pairs. Mathematically, finding the
optimal alignment functions u(·) and v(·) is equivalent to





w(u(n), v(n)) · d(ru(n), qv(n)
)
, (25)
where d(ru(n), qv(n)) is the distance function representing
the diﬀerence or dissimilarity between frame ru(n) and
qv(n), w(·, ·) is the weighting function which could place
diﬀerent emphasis on diﬀerent aligned frame pairs, and∑NT
n=1 w(u(n), v(n)) = 1. Frame ru(n) is considered similar
to frame qv(n) if their frame distance measure d(ru(n), qv(n))
is suﬃciently small. In addition, it should be noted that the
minimization is subject to a causal constraint on u(·) and
v(·) that is u(n) ≤ u(n + 1) and v(n) ≤ v(n + 1) with
1 ≤ n ≤ NT .
It can be seen that the accuracy of the alignment
will partly depend on how eﬃciently the frame distance
measure d(·, ·) is able to diﬀerentiate dissimilar frames.
Many sophisticated frame distance measures have been
proposed in the literature for image/video matching, as color
histogram, image signatures, and so forth. Since compressed
copies of the same video content exhibit no spatial variations
such as diﬀerent view angles or illumination conditions like
the case of existing image/video matching problems, we use
here a simple but eﬀective frame distance measure based on
the side information extracted from the compressed videos.
Let S(i) be the narrow QCS of the ith integer transform
coeﬃcient obtained from frame ru(n) and qv(n) using (11).
The proposed frame distance measure between frame ru(n)











0, if S(i) /=φ,
(26)
where N is the total number of pixels in the video frame.
Extensive simulation results show that the distance between
aligned frame pairs is generally small compared with that
of misaligned frames. To illustrate, we obtained two com-
pressed copies of a short video segment from a popular
situation comedy by encoding the original movie at diﬀerent
coding parameters. Figure 1 shows the proposed distance
measure from a certain frame of one copy (e.g., frame 30
and frame 50) to all frames of the other copy. As can be seen
from the figure, the distances between aligned frame pairs
are suﬃciently small compared with that of misaligned ones.
In our work, we define a frame pair to be similar if their















0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Frame number
Distance from frame 30
Distance from frame 50
Figure 1: The distance from frames 30 and 50 of one compressed
copy to all frames of the other compressed copy of a short video
segment from a popular situation comedy.
distance measure is smaller than some threshold, which is
empirically obtained by simulation with a large number of
video sequences.
To solve (25), we use the forward dynamic programming
technique proposed in [42] for video retrieval. Let C(i, j)
is the minimum matching cost between two subsequences
Ri = {rn : 1 ≤ n ≤ i} and Qj = {qn : 1 ≤ n ≤ j}. The
minimum cost C(i, j) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ NR and 1 ≤ j ≤ NQ can



































where C(i, j) = ∞ for i = 0 or j = 0. Hence, the
matching frame pairs between video sequences R and Q can
be found by determining the optimal path (i.e., the path with
minimum final matching cost C(NR,NQ)). It should be noted
that only frame pairs obtained from the optimal path whose
the distance measures are smaller than some predefined
threshold will be utilized to enhance the reconstructed video
by using the proposed method.
It is easy to see that the most computationally intensive
part of the proposed alignment method is to compute
the minimum matching cost function C(i, j) using (27).
The computation of each C(i, j) needs only three algebraic
operations (each algebraic operation consists of one addition
and one multiplication) and two numerical comparisons.
Therefore, the optimal path, and hence matching frame
pairs between video sequences R and Q, can be obtained
with O(NRNQ) algebraic operations and O(NRNQ) numerical
comparisons. Thus, the complexity of the proposed align-












Size of narrow QCS
0 X(i)
(a) A narrower QCS cannot be obtained when the quantization













Size of narrow QCS
0 X(i)
(b) The relative position of each QCS that is partly determined by
the prediction value may help to reduce the size of the narrow QCS.
Figure 2: The illustration of how narrow the intersection of the
multiple QCSs depends not only on the relation among the sizes of
QCSs from multiple compressed copies, but also the position of the
QCSs’ intervals.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed alignment
method, we have conducted the experiment on a large
number of test sequences. To create the misalignment among
the compressed video inputs, the original video sequence was
encoded starting from diﬀerent time instances. Furthermore,
we purposely dropped some video frames randomly from
the original test sequence before encoding to obtain a
compressed copy. The experimental results show that the
proposed method can obtain the matching frame pairs
among these misaligned compressed copies with a hundred
percent of accuracy.
5. Analytical Justification
We justify in this section that reconstructing integer trans-
form coeﬃcients using the narrow QCS can generally yield a
lower distortion than that of using only the QCS of any single
copy.
Let X be a random variable representing an integer
transform coeﬃcient, which can be either uniform (for a
DC coeﬃcient) or Laplacian/Cauchy (for an AC coeﬃcient).
X̂ denotes the reconstructed value of X as the centroid of
the QCS S. The estimated mean-squared error ε(S) can be
obtained by (13).
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Size of quantization constraint set
First copy Q1 = 14, mse = 16.73
Proposed with Q2 = 19, mse = 10.69
Proposed with Q2 = 53, mse = 14.79
Figure 3: Probability of the sizes of the QCS S1 and narrow QCS S


















Proposed method + Cauchy model
Proposed method + Laplacian model
Figure 4: PSNR results (dB) of the best input copy from the
two available compressed copies of the Foreman sequence and the
reconstructed video obtained by using the proposed method in
conjunction with the Laplacian and Cauchy models to approximate
the AC coeﬃcient distribution.
Lemma 1. Consider a quantization constraint set S = [α,β),
and its subset S′ = [α′,β′) where S′ ⊂ S (i.e., α ≤ α′ and





x2 f (x)dx, B =
∫ β
α





as the functions of β. Then, ε(S) is also a function of β and
can be easily obtained as ε(S,β) = A/C − B2/C2. We first
prove that ε(S,β) is an increasing function of β by showing
∂ε(S,β)/∂β ≥ 0. Rearranging ε(S,β) as (AC − B2) · (1/C2)
and taking the derivative of the above function with respect















Using the Leibniz integral rule, it is easy to see that
∂A
∂β
= β2 f (β), ∂B
∂β
= β f (β), ∂C
∂β
= f (β). (30)






= (β2 f C + A f − 2β f B) 1
C2
− 2(AC − B2) f
C3








) = β2C2 −AC − 2BCβ + 2B2. (32)
Showing (∂ε(S,β)/∂β) ≥ 0 is equivalent to show I(β) ≥
0. Taking the first and the second derivatives of I(β) with




) = 2βC2 + β22C f − β2 f C − A f
− 2( f Cβ2 + B f β + BC) + 4Bβ f
= 2βC2 − β2 f C −A f − 2BC + 2Bβ f




) = 2 f (Cβ− B) + 2C(β f + C − β f )
+ f ′
(
2Bβ − β2C − A) + f (2B − 2βC)
= 2C2 + f ′(2Bβ − β2C − A).
(33)
Since f is a symmetric function, we only need to consider
β ≥ 0. Let J(β) = 2Bβ−β2C−A. It is easy to see that J ′(β) =
−2(βC − B) ≤ 0. Hence, J(β) is a decreasing function with
the increase of β. It follows that J(β) ≤ J(β = α) = 0 and
f ′ ≤ 0, hence I(β)′′ ≥ 0. Thus, I′(β) increases with β, and
I′(β) ≥ I′(β = α) = 0. This leads to I(β) increasing with
β too, and I(β) ≥ I(β = α) = 0. Similarly, we can prove
that ε(S) is a decreasing function of α. Hence, the assertion
in Lemma 1 holds.
Lemma 1 implies that reconstructing quantized coef-
ficients as the centroid over a narrow QCS can yield a
lower distortion on average. Since the proposed method
reconstructs the value of each integer transform coeﬃcient
by using a narrow QCS that is a subset of the QCSs obtained
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Copy 1:  set 2 (33.54  dB)
(a)
Copy 2:  set 2 (34.88  dB)
(b)
Copy 3:  set 2 (36.43  dB)
(c)
Proposed method (37.53  dB)
(d)
Figure 5: The 63th frame from the Stefan sequence obtained by the proposed method and by reconstructing from three input copies.
from the multiple copies, we can reconstruct a video which
has a lower distortion, on average, than the video decoded
from any given compressed copy.
Furthermore, one would expect that more decrease in
distortion can be achieved when the size of the narrow
QCS decreases. However, how narrow the intersection of the
multiple QCSs depends not only on the relation among the
sizes of QCSs from multiple compressed copies, which are
determined by the corresponding quantization step sizes, but
also the position of the QCSs’ intervals. In particular, we can
unlikely obtain a narrower QCS through intersection when
the quantization step sizes are not close to each other. For
example, if the quantization step size of one copy is too
large compared to another, there is a high probability that
the QCS interval determined by the smaller quantization
step size is entirely confined by the other QCS interval.
In this case, we cannot obtain through intersection a QCS
narrower than that of the copy with the smaller quantization
step size, resulting in no reduction in distortion compared
with that copy. Figure 2(a) illustrates this scenario where
the quantization step sizes of Copy 1 and 2 are too large
compared with that of Copy 3. This happens when the
Copy 3 is compressed at much higher quality than the
other copies. As a result, we could not obtain a narrower
QCS compared with that of Copy 3, which leads to that
the quality of the reconstructed video is not better than
that of Copy 3. However, it can be seen in Figure 2(b) the
relative positions among multiple QCSs can help to reduce
the size of the narrow QCS significantly. This is because the
position of each independent QCS is partly determined by
the prediction value (see (7)), which can be much diﬀerent
for each compressed copy. In addition, one would also expect
intuitively the size of the intersected QCS will decrease when
more compressed copies are available.
To further illustrate this insight, we provide a simple
example. Consider two compressed copies of an integer
transform coeﬃcient X, which are coded using two dif-
ferent quantization step sizes Q1 and Q2, respectively. We
extensively sampled the values of X based on a Laplacian
distribution and quantized with Q1 = 14 and two diﬀerent
values of Q2 = 19 and 53. As Q1 is not larger than Q2, it is
obvious that the coeﬃcient reconstructed from the first copy
will have a lower distortion. Figure 3 shows the probability
histograms of the sizes of the QCS from the first copy and
the narrow QCS obtained through intersection with diﬀerent
values of Q2. As can be seen from the figure, when Q2 is too
large compared to Q1 (e.g., Q2 = 53), most of the narrow
QCS through intersection has the same size as the QCS from
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Copy 1 : set 2 (33.54 dB) Copy 2 : set 2 (34.88 dB)
Copy 3 : set 2 (36.43 dB) Proposed method (37.53 dB)
Figure 6: Enlarged regions of the 63th frame from the Stefan sequence obtained by the proposed method and by reconstructing from three
input copies for better visualization of the perceptual diﬀerences.
Table 2: Standard test video sequences.











the first copy, resulting in not much distortion reduction.
More narrow QCS with smaller sizes compared to that of
the first copy can be obtained when Q2 is close to Q1. This
explains why using Q2 of 19 can yield a lower distortion than
using Q2 of 53 (see Figure 3).
6. Experimental Results
We have conducted a series of experiments to evaluate the
performance of the proposed enhancement method. Our test
sequences include ten popular CIF resolution (352 × 288)
sequences, as shown in Table 2. These sequences contain
diﬀerent amounts of motion and spatial details, and have
been widely tested in the literature of video compression.
The experiments were conducted by using the state-
of-the-art transform-coding-based video compression stan-
dard, namely, the H.264/AVC encoder. The multiple copies
of the input video were obtained by encoding the same video
content using the coding standard with diﬀerent target bit
rates and coding parameters such as the structure of the
group of pictures (GOP). In what follows, we will discuss
various scenarios in which the multiple video copies were
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Copy 1 : set 2 (31.91  dB)
(a)
Copy 2 : set 2 (33.09  dB)
(b)
Copy 3 : set 2 (29.37  dB)
(c)
Proposed method (33.63  dB)
(d)
Figure 7: The 77th frame from the Stefan sequence obtained by the proposed method and by reconstructing from three input copies.
compressed in diﬀerent ways, resulting in various possible
performance gains.
6.1. Laplacian and Cauchy Probability Distribution Model. In
the first set of the experiments, we evaluate the performance
of the proposed method using the Laplacian and Cauchy
models, respectively, to resemble the probability distribution
of the AC coeﬃcients. We obtained two compressed copies
of the Foreman test sequence by encoding at target bit
rates 900 kbits/s and 1000 kbits/s. The GOP of the first copy
consists of ten frames with one bidirectional-predictive-
coded (B) frame between I and P frames, while the GOP
of the second copy consists of twelve frames with two
bidirectional-predictive-coded (B) frames between I and P
frames. Figure 4 shows the PSNR results of the best input
copy, which is the copy compressed at 1000 kbits/s in this
case, and the reconstructed video obtained by the proposed
method using the Laplacian and Cauchy models, respectively.
As can be seen from the figure, the proposed method can
consistently reconstruct a video which has a better quality
than that of the best input copy. However, the proposed
method with the Cauchy model can provide a slightly better
reconstructed video quality than that of using the Laplacian
model. The superiority of the Cauchy model was also
observed on the simulation results of other test sequences.
Thus, the Cauchy model is selected to approximate the
probability density function of the AC coeﬃcients in our
work.
6.2. Multiple Copies Compressed at Diﬀerent Target Bit Rates.
In the second set of experiments, the same video contents of
the test sequences were encoded at diﬀerent target bit rates.
We considered two input sets at diﬀerent bit rate ranges, each
consisting of three compressed copies of the same content
(see Table 3). For the purpose of comparison, we consider
two cases where the video frames from the available copies at
the same instance are encoded using the same picture coding
types I, P, or B frame (Case 1) or diﬀerent picture coding
types (Case 2). The compressed video copies have diﬀerent
GOP structures as shown in Table 3.
Tables 4 and 5 show the average PSNR results of the video
reconstructed from multiple video inputs using the proposed
method for Case 1 and Case 2, respectively. Note that the
first two copies in each set were used for the case of two
video inputs. As expected from the analysis in Section 5, the
experimental results show that without the original source
video or information on the quality of each input video, the
proposed method can consistently reconstruct a video which
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Copy 1 : set 2 (31.91 dB) Copy 2 : set2 (33.09 dB)
Copy 3 : set 2 (29.37 dB) Proposed method (33.63 dB)
Figure 8: Enlarged regions of the 77th frame from the Stefan sequence obtained by the proposed method and by reconstructing from three
input copies for better visualization of the perceptual diﬀerences.
Table 3: Coding parameters of the standard test video sequences.
Video copy no.
Target bitrate (kbits/s) GOP structure
Set 1 Set 2 Case 1 Case 2
1 400 700 M = 1, N = 10 M = 0, N = 9
2 600 900 M = 1, N = 10 M = 1, N = 10
3 800 1000 M = 1, N = 10 M = 2, N = 12
∗N is the number of frames in a GOP, M is the number of frames between I & P frames.
has a better quality (in terms of average PSNR) than that of
any input copy. When the input copies are encoded at high-
bit rate ranges or more copies are available, the improvement
in quality becomes more significant. Specifically, by using
all the three copies in Set 2, the video reconstructed by
the proposed method can achieve about more than 1.0-dB
PSNR improvement than that of the best input copy. In some
specific test sequences such as Stefan and Coastguard, the
PSNR gain can be more than 2.0 dB (see Table 5).
The experimental results also show that the PSNR
improvement obtained from the set of low-bit rate inputs is
lower than that of the high-bit rate set. This can be explained
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Table 4: Average PSNR results (in dB) of the best input copy and the video reconstructed by the proposed method from multiple input
copies compressed with the same GOP structure at diﬀerent target bit rates.
Sequence No. of copies
400–600–800 (kbits/s) 700–900–1000 (kbits/s)
Best copy Proposed Gain Best copy Proposed Gain
Foreman
2 37.19 37.49 0.30 38.93 39.48 0.55
3 38.42 38.99 0.57 39.37 40.33 0.96
Mobile
2 22.54 22.86 0.32 23.86 24.28 0.43
3 23.37 23.84 0.47 24.85 25.48 0.63
Mother and Daughter
2 43.93 44.28 0.35 45.23 45.79 0.56
3 44.87 45.52 0.65 45.58 46.54 0.97
News
2 42.29 42.62 0.33 44.34 44.88 0.54
3 43.77 44.33 0.56 44.91 45.80 0.89
Silent
2 39.02 39.14 0.12 41.40 41.69 0.29
3 40.72 41.21 0.49 42.03 43.93 0.90
Flower
2 31.18 31.55 0.38 33.03 33.70 0.66
3 32.49 33.22 0.72 33.49 34.65 1.16
Stefan
2 30.45 30.73 0.27 32.49 33.05 0.57
3 31.82 32.43 0.61 32.95 34.08 1.13
Tennis
2 31.45 31.78 0.33 32.75 33.29 0.54
3 32.40 32.97 0.57 32.89 34.17 1.28
Coastguard
2 32.45 32.80 0.35 34.06 34.65 0.59
3 33.58 34.24 0.66 34.43 35.66 1.23
Tempete
2 31.52 31.85 0.32 33.23 33.81 0.58
3 32.74 33.35 0.61 33.59 34.74 1.16
Table 5: Average PSNR results (in dB) of the best input copy and the video reconstructed by the proposed method from multiple input
copies compressed with diﬀerent GOP structures at diﬀerent target bit rates.
Sequence No. of copies
400–600–800 (kbits/s) 700–900–1000 (kbits/s)
Best copy Proposed Gain Best copy Proposed Gain
Foreman
2 37.19 37.55 0.36 38.93 39.61 0.68
3 38.41 39.45 1.04 39.45 41.01 1.56
Mobile
2 22.54 23.03 0.49 23.86 25.26 1.40
3 25.12 25.93 0.81 26.65 28.17 1.52
Mother and Daughter
2 43.93 44.30 0.37 45.23 45.87 0.64
3 44.87 45.77 0.90 45.59 46.92 1.33
News
2 42.29 42.51 0.22 44.34 44.78 0.44
3 44.04 44.67 0.63 45.19 46.23 1.04
Silent
2 39.02 39.33 0.31 41.40 41.91 0.51
3 41.33 41.87 0.54 42.66 43.58 0.92
Flower
2 31.18 31.34 0.16 33.03 33.54 0.51
3 32.94 33.87 0.93 33.78 35.44 1.66
Stefan
2 30.45 31.14 0.69 32.49 33.70 1.21
3 31.32 33.01 1.69 32.51 35.02 2.51
Tennis
2 31.45 31.70 0.25 32.75 33.41 0.66
3 32.62 33.48 0.86 33.14 34.65 1.51
Coastguard
2 32.45 32.88 0.43 34.06 34.89 0.83
3 33.42 34.58 1.16 34.23 36.20 1.97
Tempete
2 31.52 31.83 0.31 33.23 33.87 0.64
3 33.03 34.04 1.01 33.82 35.53 1.71





































Figure 9: PSNR gain (dB) of the reconstructed video obtained
by the proposed method compared with the best input copy of
diﬀerent target bit rates and diﬀerent number of copies for the
Foreman sequence.
as at low-bit rate range, coarse quantization step sizes are
generally used for encoding, resulting in a large QCS for
each integer transform coeﬃcient. Furthermore, the QCSs
of the low-quality copies (e.g., copies 1 and 2 in Set 1)
do not contribute much in reducing the size of the narrow
QCS obtained by the proposed method. This is because the
quantization step sizes used in these copies are generally
too large compared to that of the best copy. As a result,
the size of the narrow QCS cannot be significantly reduced,
and hence it usually remains the same as that of the best
copy. Thus, not much quality improvement compared to
the best copy can be obtained (see the results of Set 1 in
Tables 4 and 5 and discussion in Section 5). Furthermore,
we can generally obtain better PSNR gain in the case where
the similar frames from the available copies are coded using
diﬀerent picture coding types (Case 2 in Table 5) compared
with that of using the same picture coding types (Case 1 in
Table 4). Note that the size of the narrow QCS depends not
only on the relation among the sizes of QCSs from multiple
compressed copies, but also the relative position of the QCSs’
intervals. As explained in Section 5, this relative position of
each independent QCS is partly determined by the prediction
value, which can be much diﬀerent when diﬀerent picture
types are used to code similar frames from the available
copies. This will help to reduce the size of the narrow QCS
obtained by the proposed method significantly, resulting in
more distortion reduction.
In addition, it can be seen from Figure 4 that the PSNR
gains are also quite consistent and uniformly distributed
over the entire sequence. For visual comparison, Figures 5
and 7 show the sample frames of the 63th and 77th frames
from the Stefan sequence, respectively, which are obtained
by the proposed method and by reconstructing from three






































Figure 10: PSNR gain (dB) of the reconstructed video obtained
by the proposed method compared with the best input copy of
diﬀerent target bit rates and diﬀerent number of copies for the
Mobile sequence.
achieve a better perceived video quality in terms of sharpness
and details compared with those reconstructed from the
input copies directly. The perceptual quality diﬀerences can
be easily noticed in the regions around the player, which are
denoted by the rectangular boxes in Figures 5 and 7. For
better visualization, these regions are enlarged and shown in
Figures 6 and 8, respectively.
Note that the reconstructed frame from the best input
copy, in terms of average PSNR, may not always provide
better quality than those reconstructed from other copies
as shown in Figure 7. However, the reconstructed frame
obtained by the proposed method can still achieve better
quality, in terms of both PSNR and visual quality, than the
best frame reconstructed from the available input copies (i.e.,
the reconstructed frame from Copy 2 in this case).
6.3. Multiple Copies Compressed at the Same Target Bit Rates.
In another set of experiments, the input copies were obtained
by encoding the test sequences at the same target bit rates.
For simplicity, the same GOP structure was used but with
diﬀerent starting frames for diﬀerent video copies. This is
likely to occur in practice, for example, when diﬀerent people
can encode a same broadcast video but starting at slightly
diﬀerent time instances and upload the compressed videos
to websites such as YouTube and Google Video. Thus, the
encoded picture type (i.e., I, P, or B) for each particular frame
may not be the same among diﬀerent compressed copies
(e.g., it can be an I frame in one copy and a B or P frame
in other copies).
Figures 9 and 10 show the PSNR gain of the video
reconstructed by the proposed method compared with the
best input copy of diﬀerent target bit rates and diﬀerent
number of input copies for the Foreman and Mobile
sequences. The results show that the proposed method can
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Set 1 Set 2
1 500 900 M = 1, N = 10
2 700 1100 M = 0, N = 9
3 900 1300 M = 2, N = 12
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Frame number
Tennis
Copy 1 (variable bit rate)
Copy 2 (constant bit rate)
Proposed method
Figure 11: PSNR results (dB) of the two copies of the Tennis
sequence compressed as variable and constant bit rates and the
reconstructed video obtained by using the proposed method.
provide a higher PSNR gain compared with the case in
Section 6.2. Specifically, processing the Foreman sequence
using three copies encoded at bit rates 400 kbits/s, 600 kbits/s,
and 800 kbits/s can only obtain 1.04-dB PSNR gain in
comparison with the best copy (see Table 5). Meanwhile,
with three compressed copies at 400 kbits/s and 800 kbits/s,
we can yield about 1.49 dB and 1.99-dB PSNR gains,
respectively. This is because, unlike the case of diﬀerent bit
rates, the quantization step sizes used to code each copy at the
same bit rate are quite close to each other. Furthermore, the
same video frame in each copy may be encoded with diﬀerent
picture types, resulting in diﬀerent motion-compensated
values. As the quantization interval of a predicted integer
transform coeﬃcient is obtained by adding the integer
transform value from the reference frame(s), this could
eﬀectively reduce the size of the QCS intersection obtained
by the proposed method, leading to a large reduction in the
distortion. The experimental results also show that more gain
can be achieved with the increase of the bit rates and number
of input copies.
6.4. Multiple Copies Compressed as Variable and Constant
Bit Rates. In this set of experiments, we obtained the first
compressed copy of the Tennis sequence by encoding the
original video using a constant quantization parameter.
The second compressed copy is obtained by encoding at
the same target bit rate achieved by the first copy. Unlike
the case in Section 6.3, although both copies have the
same target bit rate, the first copy that uses the constant
QP for the entire video sequence typically obtains a good
performance, in terms of both average PSNR and quality
consistency. Figure 11 shows the PSNR results of both
available compressed copies and the reconstructed video
obtained by using the proposed method. It can be seen
that although both copies have diﬀerent quality in terms
of average PSNR, the proposed method can still provide a
notable PSNR gain compared to that of the first copy like
the case in Section 6.3. The gain obtained by the proposed
method is consistent and uniformly distributed over the
entire sequence.
6.5. Application to Real Video Sequences. In the last set of
experiments, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
method when used together with some real video contents.
The real video test sequences were extracted from some
featured episodes of a well-known situation comedy with the
resolution of 640×480 pixels. The duration of each real video
test sequence is about 10 seconds, which consists of about
250 frames. The sample frames of these test sequences are
shown in Figure 12. The multiple copies of the input video
were obtained by encoding these extracted sequences using
the coding standard with diﬀerent target bit rates and coding
parameters, which are shown in Table 6.
Table 7 shows the average PSNR results of the video
reconstructed from multiple video inputs using the proposed
method and the best input copy. Like the experiments in
Section 6.2, the first two copies in each set were used
for the case of two video inputs. Similar to the results
obtained by using the standard test sequences, we observe
that the proposed method can consistently reconstruct a
video which has a better quality than that of the best input
copy. Specifically, with the three available compressed copies,
the reconstructed video obtained by using the proposed
method can obtain about 0.7-dB and 1.2-dB PSNR gains
on average for the test sequences in Set 1 and Set 2,
respectively.
7. Conclusion
We have addressed a new and interesting research problem
of blindly enhancing the video reconstructed from multiple
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Table 7: Average PSNR results (in dB) of the best input copy and the video reconstructed by the proposed method from multiple copies of
a situation comedy compressed with diﬀerent GOP structures and diﬀerent target bit rates.
Sequence No. of copies
500–700–900 (kbits/s) 900–1100–1300 (kbits/s)
Best copy Proposed Gain Best copy Proposed Gain
Ballroom dancing
2 37.48 38.11 0.63 39.51 40.50 0.99
3 39.01 39.78 0.77 40.46 41.74 1.28
Superbowl
2 37.23 38.02 0.79 39.38 40.50 1.12
3 38.96 39.84 0.88 40.40 41.86 1.46
Football
2 36.44 37.11 0.67 38.56 39.65 1.09
3 38.00 38.85 0.85 39.46 40.86 1.40
London
2 36.89 37.44 0.55 38.67 39.60 0.93
3 37.67 38.75 1.08 38.97 40.62 1.65
Routine
2 34.68 34.95 0.27 36.80 37.48 0.68
3 35.50 36.34 0.84 37.21 38.58 1.37
Rugby
2 33.35 33.76 0.41 35.54 36.38 0.84
3 34.82 35.61 0.79 36.51 37.84 1.33
Soldier
2 36.70 37.38 0.68 38.62 39.78 1.16
3 38.44 39.24 0.80 40.63 42.43 1.80
Vegas
2 35.73 36.12 0.39 38.01 38.84 0.83
3 36.86 37.69 0.83 38.57 40.01 1.44
Ballroom Dancing (250) Rugby (200) Superbowl (240) Football (250)
Vegas (250) Soldier (250) London (250) Routine (250)
Figure 12: Test sequences (number of frames in parenthesis).
compressed video copies of the same video content with
diﬀerent levels of quality. Without making reference to the
original source video or information on the quality of the
compressed copies, the proposed method eﬀectively exploits
the compressed information of diﬀerent video copies to
reconstruct a video that has a better quality in terms of PSNR
than the best compressed copy. Specifically, each coeﬃcient
of the reconstructed in the transform domain is estimated
using a narrow quantization constraint set obtained from
the multiple compressed copies together with a Laplacian
or Cauchy distribution model for each AC frequency to
minimize the distortion. By reconstructing the enhanced
video in the transform domain, the proposed method incurs
much lower computational complexity compared with the
previous method. In addition, analytical and experimental
results show that the video reconstructed by the proposed
method not only yields a lower distortion than any given
compressed copy but also achieves a significant PSNR gain
compared to the best copy. Furthermore, a similar approach
can be easily extended to other transform-based coding
schemes such as DCT-based or wavelet-based transform
coding.
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